This download is about Anger
It starts of with getting you to think about yourself, and how things, or
people affect you, like make you angry, or sad, or happy.
You should print it out or save it to disk

Look at it a bit at a time, and go through each page, either on your
own or with a friend or adult

Like all things in life, learning new skills on your own is difficult,
though not always impossible.

Lots of practice helps, and/or getting a coach or some sort of
teacher (could be a friend) may help you learn a new skill.

If these sheets don’t help, look at some of the others, get yourself
some direct help, and definitely talk to someone.

That’s all!

EXCUSES...EXCUSES!!!
We all make use of EXCUSES at times to explain our behaviour.
Below is a list of excuses which you might use to explain what you do at school.
Tick the ones you think you may have used on a regular basis.
Underline the two excuses which are your favourites.

✎
1.

It wasn’t my fault!

2.

We were only having a bit of fun

3.

You’re always picking on me / us!

4.

They made me do it

5.

I was bored and there was nothing else to do

6.

It was an accident!

7.

I forgot .... I’ve got a lot on my mind!

8.

I couldn’t let my mates down could I?

9.

I’m not the only one .... everybody was doing it

10. It’s just a phase I’m going through
11. They were asking for it weren’t they?
12. I just wanted to prove that I could do it
13. It seemed like a good idea at the time
14. I just didn’t think
15. They were really annoying me, what do you expect?

CAN YOU THINK OF ANY OTHER GOOD ONES?
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hitting me hard
Different situations often lead to the creation of a variety of feelings for all of us. On this
Fairground machine indicate the situations which affect you ... from leaving you feeling
calm and relatively unaffected, to hitting you hard and making your bell ring!
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✎

cool and collected!
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IT MAKES ME SO ANGRY!!!
Complete the following sentences as honestly as you can.
I LOSE MY TEMPER WHEN

WHEN I DON’T AGREE WITH PEOPLE I USUALLY

I CAN’T STAND

I FEEL LIKE HITTING PEOPLE WHEN

WHEN PEOPLE TELL ME WHAT TO DO I

WHEN I AM ANGRY I

THE LAST TIME THAT I WAS ANGRY WAS

WHEN PEOPLE ARE ANGRY WITH ME I FEEL

OTHER PEOPLE MAKE ME ANGRY WHEN THEY

I MAKE MY PARENTS ANGRY WHEN I

I MAKE MY TEACHERS ANGRY WHEN I

THE WORST THING THAT I COULD DO TO SOMEBODY IS
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✎

SWINGS AND ROUNDABOUTS
Sometimes we’re “up” and sometimes we’re “down” ... that’s life!
Think about your average day and record your mood swings from the moment that
you wake in the morning and the time that you eventually go to sleep at night.
List the high and low points which occur during your day, at the appropriate times.
Draw a curving line to join these points, e.g.
wake

✎

sleep

LOWS
significant events

NORMAL
wake

sleep
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HIGHS
significant events

KEEPING IN CONTROL
In order to stay in control of events that happen to us, we all need to take time
to consider the things that we think, say and do. If we don’t take time
to STOP AND THINK it often goes disastrously wrong.
On the grid below have a go at filling in the things that you think
you should or should not do/ think/ say.
This is quite a difficult exercise so here are a few questions to help you along:

✎

Are there other things that I could be doing to keep me busy and out of trouble?
What kinds of things am I doing at the time when I usually get into trouble?
What am I usually talking about at the time when I get into trouble?
What could I say / talk about, to avoid getting in to trouble?
What kind of things am I doing or thinking about when I am not in trouble?

things i should ...

think

say

do

think

SAY

DO

(to stay out
of trouble!)

things i shouldn’t ...
(or i’ll get
into trouble!)
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HOW HONEST AM I?
What are your opinions on the following situations?
Do you think that they are HONEST or DISHONEST?
Which ones do you think that you might be tempted to do?
Put a tick in the appropriate column ... try to be honest in your answers!

✎

HONEST DISHONEST TEMPTED

SITUATION
1.

Copying somebody’s homework

2.

Finding £5 in the street and keeping it

3.

Telling lies to my parents

4.

Telling lies to my friend

5.

Cheating in an exam

6.

Taking somebody’s bike without asking

7.

Saying I’m older in a pub or cinema

8.

Cheating at cards

9.

Shoplifting

10. Not returning things I’ve borrowed
11. Driving a car underage
12. Drinking alcohol underage
13. Having sex underage
14. Taking and driving away a car
15. Mugging
16. Not wearing my seatbelt on a car journey
17. Cheating on my girlfriend/ boyfriend
18.
19.
20.

On another piece of paper have a go at putting these various “offences” in order of
seriousness, from 1 as the least serious, to 20 as the most serious.
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FRIENDS AND TEMPTATIONS

✎

Maybe you have already been involved in breaking the law?
If so, make a list of the sort of things which you have done which would
be thought of as “criminal”:

What stops you from doing these things more often?

What do you get out of it?

How far are your friends involved with you in offending?
Put a circle round T for true or F for false next to the following statements:
1. I usually offend by myself

T

F

2. My friends encourage me to do things I don’t want to do

T

F

3. If I stopped offending so would my friends

T

F

4. I wouldn’t have any friends if I stopped offending

T

F

5. I encourage my friends to do things they don’t want to do

T

F

6. My friends don’t offend

T

F

7. My friends look up to me because I offend

T

F

8. My friends are too scared to do the things that I want to do

T

F

9. My friends try to stop me from offending

T

F

10. I got into trouble first because of my friends

T

F
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I’m just useless at everything... there’s no point in trying.
It’s everybody else’s fault, nobody understands
me so why should I bother?
School is a waste of time... I’ll never achieve anything there.
I’ve just been born with this awful temper,
there’s nothing that I can do about it.
I’ve always had problems with my reading and spelling...
they all think that I’m stupid.
Nobody care about what happens to me.
I’ll never get what I want out of life.
I just don’t seem to be able to make other people listen to me.
None of my teachers want to help me...
they always take me the wrong way.
... are these some of the thoughts that go through your head?
... do you really think that your situation is totally hopeless?
... would you like some help to change things for the better?

In Section 3 let’s move on together and discover
some ways of thinking and living more positively.
Turn the page for some

POSITIVE THOUGHTS AND
CHALLENGES
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Let’s Think Positive!!!
I’m not perfect... but who is? We’ve all got
our strengths and our weaknesses.
We all make mistakes sometimes, but
we can learn through them and not let
them happen again.
There’s lots of things that I am good at.
I’m not very skillful at some of the things that I
do but I can practice them and get better.
I have my own ideas and opinions but I am not very
good at expressing them yet... I will get better.
Lots of people care about me and
want to help me.
I can make choices about what happens to me.
I can make sensible plans for the future and
achieve what I want in life.
Education has an awful lot to offer, both at
school and at college... I can take what I like from
it and change my life for the better.
...come on then, let’s get going... moving forward to
a positive future where you are in control...
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MANAGING OUR ANGER
In the previous sections we looked at the sorts of situations which might lead to you losing
your temper.
Now we need to look in more detail at the “triggers”, at the thoughts that are going on in
your head and at ways in which we can stop your anger from becoming a negative force.
✯ when are you likely to lose your temper?

...are you tired? frustrated? tense? hungry? tired? sad? irritated?
✯ what are the physical signs of anger in your body?

...muscles tight? rapid breathing? pounding heart? clenched fists?
✯ what’s going through your mind?

...it’s me or him! I’ll show them! it’s not fair! I’ve got to win this one!

Just being aware of some of these things is half the battle... once aware that you are in
danger of blowing, try some of the following:
try to relax (see next section for techniques)
take deep controlled breaths
give yourself a moment to think about what is happening - count to 5/10/20
use a magic word in your head eg, STOP! or CALM!
try to distract yourself eg, sing a song in your head or count backwards
from twenty
walk away
say some positive things to yourself (see next page)
try to imagine a soothing scene in your head eg, on a riverbank or floating
on an airbed on the sea
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GIVE YOURSELF A GOOD
TALKING TO !!!
Practice some of the following positive “self-statements”:

I know that this could be difficult but I can
handle it and stay in control
Take some deep breaths
CALM ... CALM ...
Relax those muscles
Think of my relaxing scene
This person has the problem, I’m not going to
let them get to me
I’m not going to take this personally
My voice will stay quiet and calm (even if I’m
shouting inside!!)
Well done ... I did it !
See... you can do it. Remember, practice makes perfect !
On the following page is a kind of diary for you to keep over the next week or two.
Practice your responses and keep a record of your successes.
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AN EYE ON YOURSELF?
During the course of the next week keep record for yourself of how many times you
have achieved the following things.
Simply put a circle around the next number each time you have a success
GOAL

NUMBER OF TIMES ACHIEVED

spoke quietly instead of shouting
even though I was angry

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

walked away from possible trouble

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

stopped myself from swearing at
somebody

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

felt angry but cooled myself down

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

stopped myself from hitting somebody 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

avoided an argument by talking and
listening

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

spoke politely to somebody I don’t like 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

............................................................................................. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

............................................................................................. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

WELL DONE !!
I
DID
IT!!
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LET’S RELAX!
Learning to relax is an extremely important and valuable thing to do. It doesn’t come
naturally to many of us and we need to practice the skills involved in order to become
better at it.

Learning to relax stops us from:
✔ getting physically tense
✔ having headaches
✔ getting tired
✔ becoming anxious and irritable
✔ having sleepless nights
✔ getting into arguments and fights

RULES FOR RELAXATION
Decide upon a daily routine for your relaxation practice,
ie, when and where
Choose somewhere quiet to practice where you won’t
be disturbed
Don’t practice if you are hungry or if you have just
had a meal
Breathe through your nose, taking deep regular breaths
Try to be conscious of using your stomach muscles to
breathe with

Turn now to the following pages for specific instructions...
no falling asleep please !!
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LET’S RELAX THOSE
MUSCLES !!
1.

Lie down or sit so that you are feeling really comfortable.

2.

Concentrate on the feelings in your muscles as we try tensing
or relaxing them.

3.

Starting with your hands and arms, clench your fist tightly
and tense the muscles in your arms. Very slowly relax them.
Repeat several times.

4.

Now think about your shoulders. Hunch them up tightly, nearly
touching your ears. Slowly let them relax. Repeat a number of
times.

5.

Keeping your eyes closed screw them up tightly then gradually
release your eyelids until they are totally relaxed. Repeat.

6.

Tighten up your eyebrows by drawing them together then
slowly release the tension in your forehead. Repeat.

7.

Tense your jaw by biting your back teeth together tightly. Then
let your jaw get heavier and heavier until totally relaxed.
Repeat.

8.

To relax your neck let your chin fall forward onto your chest
until the muscles in your neck feel quite tight. Slowly pull it
back until you feel relaxed. Repeat.

9.

Pull your stomach in as tightly as you can then gradually
relax those muscles and repeat.

10. Using your heels push down hard against the floor until you
feel the tops of your legs are as tight as possible. Slowly
relax and then repeat. For the bottom half of your legs
point your toes as hard as you can then slowly release and
repeat.

GO THROUGH THE WHOLE SEQUENCE AGAIN.
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STOPPING AND THINKING
Do you remember, in the previous sections, we spent some time looking
at some of the reasons that might have led you getting into trouble,
at school, at home or in the community?
We talked about “pushes and pulls”, about “body language” and “keeping in control”. In this
section we have thought about “willpower” and might even have tried some exercises
aimed at developing greater self control.
If you were to take a moment, thinking again about some of the situations which have
led to uncomfortable consequences for yourself, you would probably agree that if you
had given yourself time to think about the possible outcomes you might not have gone
ahead?

SITUATION

MY REACTION

CONSEQUENCES

STOP!
THINK!
What will I gain from doing this?
What will I lose from doing this?
What will others gain if I do this?
What will others lose if I do this?
This extra link in the chain of events need only take a matter of seconds, yet it might
save you an awful lot of trouble in coming hours and days!
Have a go at filling in a simple diary (overleaf) for the coming week, aiming to keep
aware of your responses and possible consequences.
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STOP AND THINK DIARY
day and date

time & place

who was there

what was happening

what i did

who gained what?

who lost what?

DID I STOP AND THINK? YES/NO

what might have occurred if i didn’t stop and think? (or, if i did?)
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